production in high energy collisions have to date not met with success.
This paper suggests an idea) exemplified here in a simple model) whereby the existence of a massive Cluark) at least as an internal particle in a collision process) might be made observable. This idea takes its roots in the study of the asymptotic behavior) as generated by the leading Regge singularities of the amplitude) of the scattering of 1I 0rdinary" particles (having integral baryonic and electric charge).
It is possIble that the concept of the el ementary ClDark may be confirmed and better defined should this idea prove useful 'in explaining ordinary scattering experiments in this high energy regioY'..
Let us consider a scattering amplitude whose leading Regge trajectories fall below angular mom.entum J = 0 for the negative of the SCl'Ua1'.'ed mon:entum transfer) t, less than some given (negative) ,teO):
the al.,plitude .vill thus fall asymptotj,cally to zero for large values
. of the SCluE.:ced energy s. This is apparently an adeClUB,te description of a system of "ordinary" composite particles. The same is true of such a systerr: into which are coupled elerr:entary r;articles of infinite !Tass) the ini'inHy of the mass effectively negating the coupling. If) hovrever) the !Tass i.s finite) coupling to the. elemente.ry particle channel is UCRL-18251 Rev. 1 -2- Let us assume these elementary particles to be our ideal of elementarity:
the ~uarks, conforming to the fundamental spin representation,
and to the fundamental unitary spin representation {~)? thus coupling in ~uark-anti~uark pairs to ordinary particle channels. We continue to assume, as the production experiments and the nonrelativistic models sUggest, that the ~uark mass is ~uite large.
There is a critical difference of character between this new type of trajectory, generated by the introduction of elementary particles, and that type which is already familiar in high energy scattering, and it is this difference which forms the basis of the idea of this work.
The familiar Regge'poles fall below J == 0 for -t large enough-perhaps they fall indefinitely2-whereas this new type of trajectory is bounded from below by J == sl + s2 -1, where and are the spins of the elementary particles; i.e., J == 0 for the ~uark pair. Why this is so will be argued immediately below, but the conse~uence is that the new trajectory is the dominant one and perhaps can be seen as actually dominating-its strength or residue being here the point of attentionfor energy and momentum transfer large enough. If the behavior of experimental cross rections can be seen to conform with predictions generated by this new trajectory's presence, properties of the elementary particles, the ~uarks, in particular the mass, can be obtained.
If such modification of present Reggetheory is not necessary to obtain Particles composite in nature will not display such singularities. When a particle can be treated as composite, the Kronecker singularity vanishes in the same way that Mandelstam showed the Amati- Had we attempted to warkwith a theory of a pair of ordinary spinors comparable with the experimentally well known nucleon-nucleon scattering, In Section II we will carry out the procedures of calculation entailed in a model which exhibits the above features. This model and those procedures are briefly outlined in the following. We take as our only "ordinary" particle channel in the scattering a pair of II. THE MODEL .
In the first part of this section, we will set up the problem, proceed through to the solution of the N over D equations in the t channel, and. comment briefly on the Sommerfeld-Watson transformation.
In the second, we shall find the equations describing the t channel poles, and their residues and contributions to the asymptotic s-channel amplitude. In the third, the subtraction term will be discussed.
A. N Over D Solution
Unitarity, the Right-Hand Cut
To begin, we write down the t channel unitarity equation for the amplitude M, normalized appropriately:
in terms of which the cross section is
Most notations are the customary ones. The particle channels in the problem to be considered are three: 1) a pair of "ordinary" particles which in the model are likened to two pions, having no spin, mass ~,and three-momentum q, but which are to be compared in the final analysis with some particles whose scattering is better known, for instance, the nucleons; and We are concerened here only with the dynamical aspects of the model; no isotopic spin (or unitary spin) considerations are put forward.
The angular momentum projection of M in helicity states is
For spinless particles, the factors needed to remove threshold kinematic singularities are well known:
For spinless particles, further kinematic singularities must be removed. From Frazer and Fulco we find
Note that certain linear combinations of these amplitudes are those of defined parity and orbital angular momentum, not these quantities themselves. Writing a J = (pq)-J AJ , etc., for the projected invariant amplitudes with threshold kinematics removed, we see that
are free of kinematic singularities, and that in terms of these amplitudes the unitarity equation becomes an equation of the discontinuity across the right-hand cut:
where j Pc is a diagonal matrix with elements
.'
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The Potential, the Left-Hand Cut
The potential is chosen in the usual simplistic fashion: double-spectral contributions are ignored, and only the poles are saved (see Fig. 1 ):
We have assumed a scalar type of coupling for the imagined pions, with coupling constant gl-l (I-l inserted for convenience). In the coupling of the spin one-half particles to the spinless one, we assume that the coupling constant g' defined in analogy with that of nucleons to the pion remains of order MO = 1 as the mass M becomes large; how to modify this assumption for other behavior in this mass parameter is obvious. It is also quite easy to modify the assumption made in the interest of economy of parameters that the masses of the exchanged particles are the same as those of the external "pion" and "nucleon. Original Form Approximating Form
So we have that In summary, we have approximated the potential by 3 2:
and where ~ = iJ./M is the anticipatedly small ratio of the masses.
N Over D Solution
We have now· discussed the quantities which are to be put into the N over D 
with the numerical system of equations for the matrices Vi'
This is a system of 3 x 3 matrices in the pole index, the elements of which are 3 x 3 in the channel number. We define here a matrix whose symmetrical elements in the pole subscript space are 1.
-14-
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rr S1.n rr The system (2A.12), which is 9 x 9, is immediately reduced to system by virture of the fact that four rows of v. are 1.
zero, and is solved in terms of the 3 x 3 determinant d, The denominator function D(t) is found by merely integrating: This approximation of large quark mass is taken in the following as an assumption to be verified by the final results, in comparison with experiment, and will be seen then to be justified.
The Sommerfeld-Watson Transform
The procedure to be followed from here on is well known. One At a = -~, Eq. (2B.l) becomes
Thus, numerically or graphically, one can find x(_~), the pole position in energy for angular momentum a r 1 for any coupling g. -2 At the limits, x( _~) = 1 for g == ° and x(_~) = 0 for g co.
At a r = 0, the 0/0 form is easily reduced, since 
Coupled Case
Now we shall consider the case when M is not infinite, but is large and finite, /I. <... The zero of ~/~l'" ~3 -~13 ~3l/~1' ~II(x), will be treated below, ~d it is a pole of the coupled case, except near x= x(O)' where apparently the two poles will cross each other, for (g2/n) ~l.' defined as the zeros of P l and p/P l '
With the approximations ~« 1 and IJI« 1 inserted to lowest order into p, we now find alII as the zero of P P l :
(2B.12a) -26-
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From this it is apparent that J = aIII(x) will be of order ~8/3, that is, not only are alII and ~ both small, but as well, laIIII «~2, and x3 is large and negative. Inserting this further approximation we have, to lowest order in J/~2, One quantity of interest in computing the residue of this pole is
The other is, from Eq. (2A.21b),
where analogously to Eq. (2B.13b),
Thus, in summary of the properties of this pole, Finally we note that all approximations but one appear to be correct to order of magnitude in the mass M, or A, and that one is that the behavior of the coupling g', being unknown as a function of A, was assumed to be constant. If we allow (g'2/n) to go to It is not intended tp3t the model presented here be more than a. naive first effort tOi-iards an analytic approach to the confrontation of idea and fact. The experimental facts, the data, are there; the idea may be I-I"ell stated in its theoretical context: it is the mapping between the t':w worlds which is lacking,the model i-lhich must be improved..
T"he minor improvements l-lhich could be made on this model are many, other similar models could be suggested, or more radical means of relating the idea to the data may be tried. The idea rerrains an attractive one:
that there is a crucial diffe:cence of cb..aracter betvleen composite pElorticles and elementary ones) that if the latter exist, observable effects lr.1.1st ari.se, and that these rr.ay be r. and was beglJn with the assistance of the Natioanl Science Four:dation. ., 
